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CATALYST FOR CHAOS 
Chaos is the science of surprise, of the non-linear and the un-

predictable. It teaches us to expect the unexpected. 

Chaos has evolved over the years from powerful politic decisions, from 
electing new people to power, to natural disasters, like a volcanic erup-
tion. Now that science is constantly looking- Ebola crisis, chaos seems to 
be everywhere. The realisation has begun to change the way in which we 
live our lives and the behaviour of the people- punk movement. 

Inspired by a scientific reaction, catalyst for chaos acts as a metaphor 
for describing how in recent years, the rate and mass in which chaos has 
occured, has sped up and this can cause uncertainty on a large scale. This 
trend screams turbulance, variable frequency and subtle anarchy. 

Expressed through the decisions and social rebellion, the colour palette 
silences bold tones and dark colours creates the sense of the unknown. A 
stormy colour palette of inky blacks, cloudy greys, with an eery injection 
of saddened blues, sets the scene for this  trend. 
In terms of textures and materials, more is definitely MORE! 3D textures, 
- wooden and metal structures and geometric shapes gives a strong and 
chaotic feel- emphasising industrial ambiances. 

From rusted metals, splintered woods and crumbling concretes, en-
twined with dense debree, thick smoke juxtaposes a cold deserted distur-
bance. 

This trend takes a journey through how social rebellion first occured with 
the punk movement, all the way through to a futuristic take on chaos 
itself and how one thing can cause a massive explosion of emotions.

The trend is specifically not designed to look at natural disasters but 
more of a persons mind and how they act upon their emotions. It is 
aimed for generation Y as these people are our future. 
Catalyst for chaos will let you deepen your mind and take an insight into 
the behaviour of people and how they react to problems of society and 
the mind.

This trend book is purposefully designed to have a darker edge to your 
expected clash of colour to portray chaos...
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TRIBE ANALYSIS
INNOVATORS- 

MOTHER OF PUNK:
Vivienne Westwood, is known as the mother of Punk.  Punk 
was as much a youthful reaction against older generations, 
considered oppressive and outdated, as a product of the new-
ly recognized and influential youth culture. Creative and en-
trepreneurial people, such as Westwood, often contribute to 
an aesthetic that brings a subcultural style to the forefront of 
fashion. In the 1970’s Westwood and her buisness partner Mal-
colm Mclaren actually dressed/styled the band ‘The Sex Pis-
tols’ and this was just the beginning of the mass movement of 
punk. Since then, she has continued to deliever punk themed 
collections, with a modern twist, to express what is happening 
in the society today. You could say, we must thank Westwwod 
for the punk movement after all. 

CHAOS COLLABORATION:  
The tumblr “Gruylich” blog, is an edgy fashion 
and photography site showing elements of cha-
os.  The site screams bold, rebellious and artis-
tic throughout and is one of the first of its kind 
to portray this collaboration. The consumer for 
this is of the young audience that is fashion con-
scious and interested in photography. The blog 
explores how lighting, expressions, clothing 
and movement can all symbolise the theme of 
chaos. It is the chaos of the human being, rath-
er than a natural disaster. 

CHAOTIC POET: 
Christopher Poindexter describes him-
self as much less of a poet but more of 
an observer to life. He signifies an inno-
vator for chaos as he created his views 
through poetry and his fan base is mas-
sive.  His work is inspired by the mad-
ness of everyday life and disasters. He 
expresses the emotion of love, usually, 
through this madness and as he is still 
quite a young being himself, he inspires 
many a people, through the form of 
social media. His blogs,instagram and 
website has a mass following. 
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INFLUENCERS

From muscisians to models, these influencers are young and from the generation 
of Y. They express emotion and social understanding through their clothing. These 
young, people demonstrate their take on fashion and these influences consumers 
around their age and from the same generation/ interests/music. 
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CONSUMERS

Age- Between 20-25
Clothing- Leather jackets/trousers, edgy blouses, fond of the colour black. Layering of          
jewellery, skinny jeans and quirky shoes. 
Attitude- Don’t take themselves too seriously, have a good time, liberal, Sociable. 
Generation- Generation Y (They feel enormous academic pressure from parents to suc-
ceed). 
Language- Sociolect for their group, known to use the use of taboos in everyday sentences, 
rather intelligent. 
Marital Status- Single/ casual relationships- nothing too serious. 
Occupation- 9-5 in jobs that they only do for the salary. 
Education- University to study courses they were passionate about. Large debts. 
Income- Enough to buy clothing and have a social life.
Consumer Needs- They want to express their emotion through what they wear, listen to and 
believe to go with the flow.
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Hobbies- Being in or listening to bands, going to edgy bars to socialise with mates, going 
to gigs.
Stereotype appearence- May have tattoos or at least one piercing somewhere, modern 
hair styles.
Living- House sharing or live in a flat.
Shops/Brands they shop in- Splash out on All Saints, vintage, American Apparel, Topshop.
Travel- Festivals with social groups, cheap destinations- Paris,Ireland. 
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TREND DRIVERS

Craig Green’s second catwalk addressed chaos and control, “a faceless mass of dark-
ly psychedelic figures’. His inspiration is “based around ideas of chaos, control and 
illusion”, you might be able to see that through the explosion of colours, loud tie-dye 
prints and the disoriented structure. 
The clothes themselves -  layers which melded thick, woollen panelling with glossy 
inserts and light, loose overlays – felt fatigued. And though there were flurries of 
multicoloured tie-dye which appeared at intervals, they came together at the end to 
reinforce Green’s passion for the labour and craft of fabric itself.
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“Posh tests its audience. It asks how far you will go 
with these boys on their journey - at what point you 
will stop excusing their actions: when you well cease 

to like them at all”

-Douglas Booth

POSH is about a tribe. And like the play, the film - renamed The Riot Club  - takes us 
on a night out with a tiny, exclusive dining society at Oxford University, loosely in-
spired by the Bullingdon boys. They put on their bespoke tails and hold their termly 
dinner at a country pub with the express intent of trashing the room by the end of the 
evening and paying for the damage with a large wad of cash on the way out. 

The film is also about identity. As a tribe. the boys are like any self-selecting club: 
they like being able to spot each other and they like to look impressive. This new film 
screams chaos as a social group and shows the rebellion of a younger generation. 

The Riot Club is now on general release nationwide. 
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Chaos breaks out in London as Russell Brand joins thousands of masked 
Guy Fawkes protesters in dramatic Bonfire Night demonstration...

-Russell Brand joined thousands of masked demonstrators in Westminster
   -  British fashion designer Vivienne Westwood was also spotted among crowd 

-Riot police lined streets as protesters donned sinister Guy Fawkes masks
-Officers drew batons as missiles, road signs and fireworks were launched 

-Crowd kicked over railings while chanting ‘one solution, revolution’
      -Anti-capitalist group Anonymous wanted to create blockade in the capital

-London march is part of a day of global demonstrations against austerity. 
- An act of social and political expressions, resulting in anarchy. 
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Evidence Wall

These images show the direction this trend is going in and how the trend of chaos is already 
manifestering . Photography, interior, packaging and visual merchandising give their take 

on this dark chaos. Beauty also shows their spin through brush strokes and contrast. The 
aesthetic that is emerging shows dark, shadowered tones with rich blacks and a splash of 

warming beiges. These various sector images compell a meaning of expression of emotion, 
through the conscious mind and set the scene for the trend of catalyst for chaos. 
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MODERN PUNK: Social BehaviourPHASE 1

Bringing the punk years back, this phase gives a modern twist on the grungy, masculine theme. 
Chaos has always been associated with the social group of punks and this theme strives off 
conscious rebellion. This is phase one as it demonstrates how people express chaos through 
the way they look and feel. From charcoal blacks and fractural greys, the modern twist of this 
movement, portrays edginess and expression, yet giving a futuristic feel for this macro trend. All 
Saints are a key example of a retail store, conveying this phase. 

 INFLUENCES 
Restoring the years of the punk movement and lifestyle and encouraging to express the elemet 
of chaos in our society today. 
Industrial and lighting influences.
Music influences- The ramones and the sex pistols.
FASHION DIRECTION 
Worn look leather jackets and structured blazers 
Smokey eye makeup and red, full lips with backcombed hair.
Masculine influence. 
COLOUR 
Sut blacks, cocoa browns, cherry reds and almond beiges to create warmth to the dark phase. 
TEXTURE
rigid, bumpy lines, cut out leather and pointed metals.
PRINT,MEDIA & DIGITAL
Collages of all and new punk with controversial meanings. 
Graffiti
Past and Present influences of photography.
Structured and weighted typography against edgy backgrounds. 
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PUZZLED : Mind over matterPHASE 2

The second phase moves on from social rebellion to social behaviour and how this can effect de-
sisions made, resulting in chaos. Overdrive portrays the aspect of disorder as an emotion and the 
behaviour of the mind. Disorder as a condition, is a growing problem in young people especially. 
This pase specifically concentrates on the disorder or anxiety as this is a condition that is relatable to 
the younger consumer that it is representing. Puzzled replicates the uncertanty of the mind and how 
you try and place things together but something is always missing. From deshevelled structures to 
missing pieces of clothing, this acts as a metaphor  for this phase. This phase shouts expression of the 
mind and emtions of the people through media, fashion and interior. 

INFLUENCES 
Personal experiences 
Media/ technology 
People in the public eye
Artists expressions and quotes
The shapes of an unfinished puzzle
FASHION DIRECTION 
Chaotic layering of materials 
Covered up clothing that is oversized and hidden 
Black netting and crow feathers
Smudged rouge lips to get the hearts racing 
Cut out pieces of clothing. 
COLOUR 
Pumelled greys with a hint of inky blacks. A subtle cry of  dungeon greens and crimson reds. 
Textures 
decayed, picked at fabrics, rigid exteriors or gaps
structured cotton, long and covered up.
PRINT,MEDIA & DIGITAL
Vocalising expression of emotions through quotes, blogs, awareness posters and digital prints
Body language to show emotion
Layering and chaotic texts to show emotions. 
Broken glass over images. 
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THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT : One small thing can effect a large scale
PHASE 3

The last of the phases to express chaos is the butterfly effect. This phase finalises from social 
behaviour and how it can effect something on a large scale, whether it be emotions or a mass 
scale riot. Everything is entwined and links together that can have lasting reprecussions if 
erupted. The butterfly effect is the sensitive dependence on initial conditions in which a small 
change in one state of a deterministic nonlinear system can result in large differences in a later 
state.  Carrying on from overdrive, this acts as a catalyst for the mind and how one small thing 
can determine everything in its path . The matter of the mind can erupt into mass chaos if its not 
controlled and the butterfly effect advertises a phase where this hasnt been controlled. Think 
supernatural meets technology, this phase is portrayed through intricateinteriors, to cluttered 
kalidoscopes. This phase effects everything that links back to it originally...

INFLUENCES 
The butterfly effect film
The holocaust museum in Berlim- puroseful uneasiness and uncertainty
Contemporary and futeristic products/interiors
surrealism
Shattered glass and the effect of shadow & light. 
Architecture. 
FASHION DIRECTION
Chaotic geomectric shapes 
Technological take on the traditional butterfly- chiffon materials and flowing, light fabrics
Curved edges 
Thin, obstructed lines.
COLOUR 
Shadowed charcoals and oily blacks, with a tinge of mystic blue.
TEXTURE
Static impulses of Lace embroidery
Thin, transparent materials like chiffon
Layering of cloth to create movement.
PRINT, MEDIA & DIGITAL
Distrested prints texturised with a hidden messege
photography layering (black & white). 
Overlapping of typography.
Digital print over objects/being to show a message. 
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TREND FUTURE -MEDIA/PRINT&DIGITAL   

KEY MESSAGES- 
- To express messages, either on walls, objects or faces, to show how a person is feel-
ing. 
- To be bold and to not hold back- the emotion may get out of hand and you may ex-
plode your thoughts like a lose cannon but it is better to release then build up.
- To show the communication between others and to make expressing yourself a 
more liberal occurance.
- Freedom to speech.
- Sending a clear message out to society through more of a controlled chaos pathway 
to stop disorders like anxiety and speaking out about problems.  
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COMMUNICATION- 
- Communication is liberal and youre not afraid to express how youre feeling.
- People may want to communicaate through rioting to signify their views, however, 
it is evident that expressing yourself peacefully and productively is a far better out-
come of being heard.
- More musical influences, getting through to people through lyrical elements. 
- To express modds and feelings through art and photography.
- More blogs and social media to communicate through social groups.
- As its for the Y generation,  having a voice is key. Communicating face to face will 
become a lot more of a done thing to do. Not afraid to speak about your views and 
how you are feeling. 
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FONT-
- This theme of typography, shows all round chaos.
- Fonts will be scatty, jumbled together and chaos will be present of a page.
- However, the fonts willl still be ledgible, and will create movement through the text.
- To create the sense of illusion to the reader and give a dark edge.
- Fonts will usually be in black or white and not too bright in colour, so the font isnt 
effected or eledgible. 
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MEDIA- 
- More billboars showing cluttered chaos and to express whats going on in the world.
- To let the public have more of a clear take on whats going on instead of hidden in 
the law.
- Liberal in showing more contraversial taboos and creating awareness of this.
- Magazines, designers, artists showing edgier views.
- People in the public eye, campaiging for more liberal societies/opinions/events. 
- Collaborations between photography and designer collections. Experimenting with 
illusions/chaos, comparing their collections. 
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LAYOUT- 
- chaos on a page: creating a story through the layout and how its set out.
- Being conscious of evrything from the text, font, imagery and how it looks on the 
page. 
- Everything is structured in itself but chaotic in the sense that they all overlap and 
merge together on a page.
- Merging writing, over the top of eachother or bold imagery with a message.
- Draws the readers eye in and creates a purpose for what youre writing.
- Expressive backgrounds, black and white imagery, coloured font over a blank, white 
page. 
- Magazines, books, information leaflets and other media to have these types of lay-
out. - Relaxed structures, spontaneity. 
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TECHNOLOGY- 
- All about the future of the younger generation.
- Technology advertisment showing the chaos around the world we live in.
- Experimenting with lighting and graphic to advertise the latest technological prod-
uct. 
- Specifically concentrating on the way we communicate as a society and many 
phone advertisments showing this network of chaos. 
- Chaotic structures of camera shots and controlling the chaos.
- Giving a modern feel to up and coming products.
- Giving music the front row seat for technology products and introducing the modern 
punk inspiration for this. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY- 
- To show more black and white photography to show chaos and proving that you 
dont need colour to express this theme.
- More extreme close ups and full frontal views of the camera to show honesty and 
looking into the eye to show no hidden emotion. 
- Movement shown through the hair of body. 
- Stripped back photography with no effects or editing, relying on purely how the per-
son being photographed wants to express themself. 
- Y generation creating awareness on blogs, tumblr. 
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MODELS- 
- These are a handful of some models that are on the frontline of some of the biggest 
designer collections today.
- They are not afraid to be edgier and be the face of riskier collections.
- Future; To have more models come forward and be the voice of the younger genera-
tion. 
- Sharing messages and their opinions through their work on the catwalks. 
- controversial is what they wear and how much they wear to prove a point. 
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GRAPHICS- 
- Vey dark and expressive through the illusion of colour, shapes, drawings and pho-
tography.
- A mixture of print over imagery to give context to what is being expressed.
- Graffiti and emotional art more apparent to show rebellion in streets. 
- Showing a hudden message and creating a story of what is going on in the world 
today. 
- Chaotic from texts, layout, key message and what its advertising, all present 
throughout the graphics. 
- Colour palettes and tones all dark and edgy, showing bold, brush strokes and tex-
ture. 
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CONCLUSION-  
Catalyst for chaos will continue to flourish as a trend for the up and coming future. Society will 

have a more liberal take on life as the law continues to try and reign in the truth from its people.- 
We will fight back. 

Riots may occur more frequently and expressive art may decorate our streets, but generation Y 
will continue to cause elements of chaos. Print/Media & Digital will have a huge effect on this and 

products will portray this theme. From clutered layouts, to expressive key messages, catalyst for 
chaos is a macro trend that wont just be a fad. 

From the evidence analysed in this trend book, there are elements of  this trend already present in 
designers collections, poetry and graphics. This trend will start as a stereotypical punk movement 

and then people will detach and feel their way, leading to a more futuristic, chaotic movement, 
where they are able to express their opinions.

Catalyst for Chaos will be a huge movement for our younger generation... 

EXPECTED 2017 
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Inspiration for Layout of trend book- Pinterest.com 

Inspiration Articles- 
BBC News.co.uk

TheDailyTelegraph.com
Vogue.com

Imagery- 
Vogue.com

Blogspot.com 
Pinterest.com

Tank Magazine
Dazed & Confused Magazine

Untitled Magazine
ID Magazine

Look Magazine
Girlswithstyle.tumblr.com 

Content-
indi-culture.com
dailymail.co.uk

rockthetrend.com
chaos-mag.com
fashion156.com
theguardian.com 

the trend forecasters handbook 
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‘ INTRODUCE A LITTLE ANARCHY 
UPSET THE ESTABLISHED ORDER 

AND EVERYTHING BECOMES...
... CHAOS”

- THE JOKER 
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